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Freezey Peezey

Here ore some helpful hints and tricks for freezer cooking

To freeze meat:
Keep meat in its original wrapping, if pos-
sible. If you plan on storing it for more than
two weeks, overwrap the store packag-
ing with freezer wrap or seal the package
inside a freezer bag (like Zipioc freezer
bags).

Note: The less fatty the meat, the longer it will keep.

To freeze bread:
Tightly cover it in airtight freezer wrap or put in a freezer bag. Always completely cool baked goods before you
freeze them so moisture doesn't collect inside the wrapping and form ice crystals, which make the goods soggy
when thawed.

To freeze fruit:

First slice and seed the fruit. Then place in a plastic or glass container or a plastic bag. Fruit will taste just as luscious
after freezing but may be a little softer. If you freeze fruits at their peak during the summer, you can use them for
smoothies all winter!

• Careful of bottom freezers, they become a black hole.

• 3 months is the rule of thumb for freezer meals. No matter what people say, you lose some of the flavor after 3
months.

• Hard cheeses like Parmigiano, Cheddar and Swiss are great prospects for the freezer. Soft cheese like cottage
cheese, ricotta and cream cheese do ok but not as well as the hard cheeses.

• Do not freeze fresh, water-rich vegetables, such as celery, lettuce, and cucumbers. These freeze easily, but
when the ice crystals melt during thawing, you're left with soggy, limp greens.

• Mayonnaise, sour cream and other creams don't do as well in the freezer.

• Foil is a freezer's best friend. If you're refrigerating something smelly, foil creates a stronger barrier to keep odors
in, just be sure to seal as tightly as possible. It's a good idea to wrap a snug layer of foil around plastic-wrapped
foods you plan to freeze (like meat in its unopened packaging), because it keeps out oxygen, which causes
freezer burn.

Relish! has fantastic monthly freezer meals, check them out!


